The Power of Immediate Reinforcement
A basic tenet of behavioral psychology is that the closer the consequence is to the
behavior, the more powerful the effect has on that behavior. For example, if one could eat
a sensible nutritious meal, immediately step on the scale and be down two pounds,
dieting would be easy. Unfortunately, one has to eat healthfully for an extended period
before any appreciable weight is lost. Thus, even though most adults know they should
eat better (and exercise more) the delayed reinforcement sabotages their efforts.
If delayed reinforcement interferes with proper behavior in adults, imagine the effect on
children. Consider these typical scenes: A pre-school age child is given a reward (or
punishment) in the late afternoon, after coming home from school, for some behavior
they exhibited in school that morning. A 7-year-old is provided a reward (or punishment)
on Saturday for some act they committed on Tuesday. A 10-year-old “loses all
electronics for a week” for some misdeed. Finally, a middle-school child misses several
assignments and earns lower grades on their report card several weeks later.
In all the above examples the period of time between the behaviors and their
consequences is far too long to have any effect. Parents must understand the power of
immediate reinforcement and strive to respond to their children’s behavior in a much
more immediate and systematic manner.
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